Exterior layer
PVC Tarpauline, 850 g/sqm, 1000 Denier

Traction pad
EVA Non slip deck

Interior layer
PVC Fabric, 550 g/sqm
500 Denier

Core layer
Base cloth

Air Yarn
Drop stitch, 6”/5”
2600 g/sqm, 660 Denier

Interior rail band
PVC Fabric, 550 g/sqm, 500 Denier

Exterior rail band
PVC Tarpauline, 850 g/sqm, 1000 Denier

Quatro Sup
Air Construcion
Quatro Air Sups are built for extreme adventure and
everyday use alike. The advanced Triple Layer
construction combines light weight, a crisp feel and
outstanding durability. Whether hitting rocks or being
dropped, these boards don’t even flinch.
Knocking onto a Quatro Air Sup is like knocking on
wood. Built with outstanding materials, their shapes
and rigidity are unparalleled. Hence these boards
won’t bend at your stance, which can make a board
less stable, track poorly, and be susceptible to wind.
Instead, Quatro Air Sups offer superb paddling
stability, utilizing 6” (5”) drop stitch cores and triple
layer shell constructions. These engineering elements
make the board extra rigid when inflated to spec,
feeling extremely close to standing on a traditional
laminated board.
At Quatro we love shaping foam, so these Air Sups
had to come extremely close to receive our badge of
approval. When inflated to 20 PSI, these boards offer
a hardboard performance feel and are as super stiff
as they are super light.

Find the complete specs at the end of this product section.

With light weight comes ease of handling and a quick
set up. They are easy on the surfaces of boats, cars,
pools and decks. Adults and kids alike love them, as
do pets. Being inflated, they are highly impact
resistant, meaning no dings and no denting will occur,
even with youngsters out of control.
Quatro Air Sup shapes are quick, stable and easy to
maneuver. Engineered by Keith Teboul in Hawaii,
naturally they are built for the ocean and will perform
effortlessly on lakes, rivers, when boating, swimming
and simply for having all-around fun.
The boards come quipped with generous and comfortable EVA deck traction pads, bow storage bungees,
bow and stern anchor/tow/leach rings, a dual action
speed pump with a pressure gauge, a storage
backpack with wheels, a repair kit, and keyless
removable fins.
Quatro Sups come with a 2 year warranty against
manufacture defects. Built to last, the exclusive Quatro
construction insures durability for many years of use.
You will find the board built to endure everyday real
world use.
They are solid all-around boards that condense into a
convenient backpack that doubles as a trolley.

Exterior layer
PVC Tarpauline, 850 g/sqm
1000 Denier

Interior layer
PVC Fabric, 550 g/sqm
500 Denier

Interior rail band
PVC Fabric, 550 g/sqm, 500 Denier

Exterior rail band
PVC Tarpauline, 850 g/sqm, 1000 Denier

Quatro Air Sups are made using heavy duty PVC,
hardened rubber materials and UV protection to create
a protective barrier around a super strong drop stitch
core. Drop stitching means, that thousands of fine
polyester threads connect the top and bottom core
cloth layers, creating an immensely strong link that can
withstand very high pressure. High pressure makes for
a rigid shape, which enhances the paddling performance, creating said crisp inflatable board.
Quatro inflatable Sups can be used for a variety of
paddling, from beginners in rental centers and entry
level cruising to speed racing and paddling in the surf.
These exceptional Sups are easily stored in apartments
or the back of your car.
The fins used in Quatro Air Sups are industry standard
US box fins that don’t require a screw driver and are
set up in seconds on the beach.
Combining our Hawaii based research and development with the outstanding experience of the technicians
working in cooperation with Quatro, state-of-the-art
production facilities, high-end fabrics of superb quality,
and using multiple-layers of first class PVC, the result is
an exceptional Air Sup. A true Quatro product.
Available in Glide Air and Roam Air.

Find the complete specs at the end of this product section.

Air Yarn
Drop stitch, 6”/5”
2600 g/sqm, 660 Denier

Core layer
Base cloth

